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TOWARD A COMPREHENSION 
OF THE TOTALITARIAN PHENOMENA 
- H. Arendt's Theory on Totalttariarusm 
≪;Summary 》
Shin Chiba 
日叩nahArendt’s political血oughtis founded upon the same sort of 
wonder that inspired ph坦osophical皿d廿ieologicalreflection m也e
ancient Greek and Judaeo-Christian world. Her political reflections have 
been, in many cases, the direct result of her confrontation m由也e
totahtanan phenomena which she once described as“radical e札I.”羽田
primary aim of The Origins of Totalitarianism (1951) -her seminal 
study of antisemitism, impenalism，阻dtotalitarianism -hes m a也eo-
retical 即日ect10non these phenomena ra也er血叩ina historical analysis 
Astounded by the mhuman situation created by Nazism, she has sought 
to understand the “why”of totalitarianism more th皿 its“how.”There-
fore, she makes阻 attemptto search out those pathological elements in 
modern European spiritual history which allowed for the emergence of 
totalitarianism in this century.百四s,it can rightly be argued由atArendt 
has attempted to setおr血 atheoretical“comprehens10n”of total1tan-
anism rather白田 ahistoncal expl皿 anonSince her mam interest is 
directed toward由e“logical”origins,as it were, of totalitananism, 
antisenutism and imperialism should not be considered as“historical” 
causes of the totalitarian poli世csof terror. They are import叩tbecause 
they were instrumental m prepanng the modem European rmnd to 
accept racial and self-aggrandiZlllg mod田 of血oughtand behavior. Thus, 
we argue曲目 herapproach may be designated as a political theory of 
“comprehension”As she understands it，“comprehension”does not 
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mean explaining phenomena by叩 alogiesor generalities. But it ra血er
implies“the unpremeditated, attentive facing up to, and resisting of, 
reality whatever it may be” 
An original moment of Arendt’s theory on totalitananism resides m 
her effort to maintain two seemingly contradictory arguments as a 
unified whole. The above-mentioned search for the pathological origins 
of totalitarianism m the spiritual history of modem Europe IS paradoxi-
cally combined with another important argument which stresses the 
“novelty”of totalitariamsm as a form of government It is regarded as 
different in category from any other pre吋0田 formsof pohtical oppres 
sion such as despotism, tyranny, and dictatorship. And this totalitari阻
system which h田 itsown“nature”or“essence”is“o凶ytoo likely to 
stay wi也 usfrom now on，” as a potentiality叩 dever-present danger. 
Her attempt to comprehend this“novel”political system c阻 beportray-
ed in血elight of the following five characteristics. First, the “essence＇’ 
of totalitananism can be unde四toodneither m terms of a return to some 
barbarian form of prirmtive tyr皿nynor merely as阻 ultraright-wmg 
form of poli!Jcal oppresSion; It should be seen m its revolutionary 
character, since it explodes our traditional, moral and legal categones and 
premises of political Ii色白 Especiallyimportant in出isregard is the fact 
也at也etradit10nal distmction between lawful and lawless govemm叩 tis
hereby denied While 田吐iernegatmg or making void al positive laws, 
totalitananism泊siststhat it submits 印刷出erlaws, those “laws of 
Nature or of History.”Secondly, totalitanamsm is charactenzed by its 
pseudo-religious effort to transform the human species mto叩 active
unfailing carner of these higher laws古田“fabnca!Ionof m叩 kind”m
accord皿cewith these laws IS the ultimate白mof totalitarianism. Thirdly, 
the totalitarian system c叩 beseen as a regime engulfed in a dynamic 
process of motion or of movement.百le“'lawsof Nature or of History” 
suggest a process of mo!Ion which involves吐iewhole populace of吐le
regime The laws here no longer express the framework of stability 
within which human actions四 dmot10ns c阻 takepla田；theyinstead 
become the expr田srnnof motion itself Fourthly, the rule by terror is 
understood 田町10theressential feature of totalitarianism. Its total terror 
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is supposed to translate into history these “suprahuman forces" or laws. 
Arendt argues血atterror seeks to“stabilize”men叩 dwomen in order 
to liberate the forces of Nature or of History. Terror is accepted as 
lawful, since it目白eexecution of the suprahuman laws. Finally, the rule 
of ideology expresses the heart of her也eoryof totalitarianism.百四
pretense of ideology can be found in its claim to“know也emystenes 
of the whole historical proce田”maccordance with the logic inherent in 
ideas. Ideology also detaches its adherents from concrete experiences 
with history and thus depnves them of capacity for thinking and experi-
encing by imposing upon them its“supe日ense.”Ideologyimplies the 
tyranny of lo伊calitybefore which one loses inner freedom, the capacity 
to think, to move叩 dto start something new on one’S O間 1initiative. 
According to our mterpretation, Arendt’s contnbution to the dis-
cussion concerning the “why”of totalitarianism lies in the fact that she 
has set forth a third alternative to the question. Generally speは泊g,
there are two lmes of interpretation with regard to the question of“why” 
in the field of political theory. While the first approach叩 swe白血e
quest10n in terms of power seeking power for its own sake, the second 
position se田 it泊也elight of the fantasy or needs of也etotalitarian 
leader羽田ughnot denying some elements of truth m each position, 
Arendt, in our understanding, has adopted a制 rdposition which stresses 
the role of ideology.百1iscan be seen particularly担 herrepor臼on也e
Eichmann trial which were la.ter mcorporated in a book entitled Eichmann 
加 Je，間四／em(1963）.、l&ilerecogni四nghis personal responsibility and 
gmlt, Arendt has basically considered Eichmann to be “四 innocent
executor of some mysteriously foreordamed destiny ”She views him as 
a“normal”person and a law-abiding citizen, and his cnme IS“a crime 
only in retrospect”If he fels guilty, it is when he白elshe c町田otfulfil 
the command from above. Arendt insists血atin sum, Eichmann is but 
an average and mediocre m叩.He had no firm convic廿on,even when he 
entered吐10SS：“血ewmd had blown him into History, mto a 
Movement. ”Thus, according to Arendt, Eichm叩nrepresents those 
thousands of men who had intermediate funct10ns m the murderous 
system of totalitarianism. He is typical of the uprooted・, superfluous皿d
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anxiety-ridden men of mediocre type wi血 nosense of belonging and 
ready to subiect themselves to the rule of ideology.百USlS血ereason 
why the “radical evil”of totalita口anismis a consequ問団of“the strange 
interdependence of thoughtlessness and evtl." Thus，血ehorrifying 
character of the totalitarian phenomena must be seen ag剖nstthe back-
ground of this “banality of evil”官官 idolatryof man-made ideas is 
Arendt’S阻 swerto世田“why”oftotalitananism When ideas such as the 
world without the Jews, the Third Empire, the ideal Volksgemeinscha.β， 
阻 dso for血，areelevated to divine叩dabsolute status, they begin to rule 
people with total terror 
